The board agenda
We have identified for you the key topics that belong on the

1. Deepen the board’s engagement in strategy
and in envisioning the future

board agenda. The pandemic has highlighted the importance

2. Embed ESG issues into risk and strategy discussions

of resilience – across strategy, organization and operations.

3. Engage proactively with shareholders,

Many companies had to realign their business, or at least
aspects of it, which also affected how and where we will work
(together) in the future, how digital interaction with customers
can be deepened, or whether supply chains need to be
reorganized.

activists and other stakeholders
4. Make talent, human capital management
and CEO succession a priority
5. A pproach cybersecurity and data privacy holistically
as data governance
6. Reassess the company’s crisis prevention

Based on our insights, we see eight priority action areas for
the board of directors:

and readiness effort
7. Help set the tone and closely monitor the culture
of the organization
8. Think strategically about talent and diversity
in the boardroom
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We have explored the topics likely to be on the agenda
of the full board of directors and its main committees (audit
committee, remuneration committee and nomination
committee) this year. In this article, we provide an overview
of these key topics.
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What should be on the
2022 board agenda?

need for the board of directors to become even more involved

The audit committee’s focus is turning more than ever to

in these times of great change. This all takes (more) time,

financial reporting, associated risks and the internal control

but it also impacts how the board works as a governing body.

system. Questions that increasingly crop up include:

Open, constructive and critical discussions are needed, and

Which board members are responsible for addressing the ESG

this mindset must also be reflected in how meetings and the

issue? Who should deal with externally communicated ESG

agenda are prepared. Interaction with executive management

disclosures? In other words, what are the duties and

also needs to be (re)defined. On the one hand, it is important

responsibilities of the audit committee in connection with

for the board of directors to critically question management

sustainability reporting? Internal audit is of particular

assumptions and, especially in the case of strategic issues,

importance. As an audit committee member, you should help

to enable, or perhaps even force, a fresh perspective.

ensure that internal audit is focused on the company’s

On the other hand, however, the board of directors should not

critical risks, including new ones like cybercrime as mentioned

interfere in operational issues – or at least withdraw from

earlier. Ensure that internal audit has the resources it needs

them now if input had been necessary during the pandemic.

to meet these requirements. Formulate clear expectations for
the external auditors. Finally, engage in dialogue with the

Resilience in the most comprehensive sense is an absolute

auditors and do your part to strengthen audit quality.

prerequisite for a company’s long-term survival. Besides
keeping strategic options open and managing cyber risks, this

The remuneration committee agenda

resilience is also about the sustainability of the company’s

The remuneration committee also faces new challenges.

own activities. Connecting all activities there needs to be a

Especially during the pandemic, shareholders – and many

corporate culture that aims to protect and preserve the

other stakeholders, too – critically questioned remuneration.

company’s reputation as a “license to operate”. With this in

On the one hand, some complained that remuneration

mind, take an in-depth look at your corporate culture,

development was not linked to the financial situation of the

determine the current state, compare it with your values,

company; on the other, questions were raised against the

and identify any need for action – especially for

background of economic difficulties overall. As a member

yourself as a board member!

of the remuneration committee, you will have to take these
developments into account in your future decisions.
Shareholders and their representatives also want to understand
how ESG issues affect remuneration. In 2021, only a quarter
of the 100 largest Swiss companies had explicitly incorporated
ESG objectives into their compensation systems (according
to the SWIPRA Governance Survey). The consensus is that ESG
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The audit committee agenda
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The topics may differ but what they all have in common is a

Finally, we would like to remind you as a board member to

the transparency of remuneration reports, which (still) has

keep an eye on how new legislation impacts your company.

room for improvement. Institutional investors are particularly

For example, on 2 February 2022, the Swiss Federal Council

unhappy in this regard, as reflected in the significant

enacted the revision of stock corporation law, which was

dissatisfaction of this important stakeholder group with the

completed in the summer of 2020 and is effective as of

remuneration report and a surprisingly high level of rejection

1 January 2023. It should be noted that the provisions on

of the report by the annual general meeting.

gender representation on the board of directors and executive
committee, as well as the regulations on transparency for

On the nomination committee agenda

commodity companies, entered into force early on 1 January

The past two (crisis) years have also had an impact on the

2021. Provisions regarding transparency on non-financial

work of the nomination committee, of course. As ESG issues

matters and on due diligence and transparency with regard to

rapidly grow in importance, management, but also the board

minerals and metals from conflict areas and child labor have

of directors, face new demands. As already mentioned in the

been in force since 1 January 2022.

audit committee discussion, we have to ask which board
committee is responsible for ESG and how the work will be

Visit the KPMG Board Leadership Center to keep up with

coordinated between the committees. More generally, the

current board challenges and benefit from in-depth expertise:

shifts of the last two years will leave their mark on the

kpmg.ch/blc

activities of the nomination committee. Digitalization, changed
business models or new customer groups require different
skills, which in turn has an impact on management positions
and the required profiles. Of great importance for the
nomination committee is the corporate culture and “tone at
the top”, especially when it comes to diversity.
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Legal changes: new stock corporation law

components. In addition, there continues to be critique regarding
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targets should be included within the variable compensation
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As in Switzerland companies focus on repositioning themselves for the future,
it is increasingly clear that resilience – of strategy, the organization and operating
muscle – is proving to be the great differentiator of the pandemic era. From
pivoting to “remote everything” and focusing on workforce well-being to
deepening digital engagement with customers and recalibrating supply chains,
the ability to quickly adapt to dramatic disruptions and dislocations has
defined the survivors and thrivers.

Emerging from two years of pandemic-driven crisis and disruption, we continue
to see how important trust and transparency are – not only for the functioning
of the capital markets, but also for customer relationships, brand reputation, and
the health and well-being of employees. For shareholders – and, increasingly,
from a broader stakeholder perspective – much of that trust and transparency is
grounded in the quality of the company’s corporate reporting and disclosures,
and the story they tell. To that end, the audit committee’s oversight role has
perhaps never been more important or more challenging.

Executive compensation has been under increased scrutiny during the pandemic
years, with shareholders and society focussing on a “shared burden” approach,
tying executive compensation to the experience of other stakeholders such as
employees, suppliers and communities. As businesses and economies start to
recover and post record profits, remuneration committees will have to carefully
review commitments made in previous years to take consistent decisions
for 2022, with a continued focus on restraint and impact of pay on the wider
workforce.

Business recovery and growth, the long-term effects of the pandemic and ESG
commitments are likely to continue to test the skills and experience of board
members. Has the board taken the opportunity to review its skill map and
potentially reshape board composition in line with new strategic imperatives,
review its succession planning and shift the dial in relation to fairness, equality
and opportunity for talented people to succeed? Drawing on insights from
our work, interactions with board members and business leaders as well as
the annual SWIPRA Corporate Governance Survey and experience from
SWIPRA Services, we highlight eight issues for nomination committees to
keep in mind as they consider and carry out their 2022 agendas.

The unprecedented events of the past two years have
clearly put corporate governance processes, including
board oversight, to the test. Demands for action on ESG
performance, including climate risk, increased cybersecurity
risks (including ransomware attacks), economic and supply
chain challenges, a fast-changing regulatory landscape
and other factors impacting the global risk environment will
continue to challenge even those boards at the top of
their game.
In short, boards are at a pivotal moment. The need for
today’s boards to help their company reimagine, rethink and
reset itself is probably a once-in-a-generation opportunity.
Eight burning topics
Drawing on insights from our latest survey work and
interactions with board members and business leaders,
we highlight here eight issues for boards to keep in
mind as they consider and carry out their 2022 agendas.
Deepen the board’s engagement in strategy and
in envisioning the future
Given the volatile and fluid business environment ahead –
managing remote workforces, employee activism, digital
transformations and other accelerating megatrends, building
more resilient supply chains and strengthening connections
with customers whose behaviors, preferences and
expectations are changing – it takes time to reassess the

board’s engagement in strategy. Organizations are
well advised to review the alignment of their corporate
purpose, culture, values and strategy. In addition, they
should identify specific practices to drive quality boardroom
discussions about strategy and the future.
A fundamental question for every board is whether
boardroom conversations are, in fact, conversations.
Does the board allocate sufficient agenda time to
meaningful, two-way discussions between management
and the board about forward-looking issues – challenging
assumptions and considering scenarios (likely and unlikely) –
versus reviewing historical, compliance-related information
which, while essential, can crowd out valuable agenda time.
Effective engagement in strategy discussions (which
investors expect) increasingly calls for a collaborative
mindset: How can the board help management
think through the implications of pressing and potentially
existential strategic questions and decisions?
And is management helping to set the context, providing
meaningful materials to the board to prepare board
members for those critical conversations and maximize
the board’s contribution?
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Drawing on insights from our conversation with audit
committee chairs and business leaders, we’ve highlighted
ten issues to keep in mind as audit committees consider
and carry out their 2022 agendas.
Stay focused on ﬁnancial reporting and related
internal control risks – job number one
It’s clear from our conversations with audit committee
members that overseeing major risks on the audit
committee’s agenda beyond the latter’s core oversight
responsibilities (financial reporting and related internal
controls, and oversight of internal and external auditors) is
increasingly difficult. Aside from any additional agenda
items (such as climate and ESG risks), the risks that many

audit committees have had on their plates for some
time – cybersecurity and IT risks, supply chain and other
operational risks, legal and regulatory compliance –
have become more complex, as have the audit committee’s
core responsibilities. Reassess whether the committee
has the time and expertise to oversee these other major
risks. Do climate and other ESG issues and cybersecurity
risks require more attention at the full-board level –
or perhaps the focus of a separate board committee?
The pros and cons of creating an additional committee
should be weighed carefully; but considering whether
a finance, technology, risk, sustainability or other committee
would improve the board’s effectiveness – and whether
the board has the resident skill sets to oversee these
issues – can be a healthy part of the risk oversight
discussion.
As the financial reporting, accounting, and disclosure
impacts of COVID-19 continue to unfold in 2022,
key areas of focus should include:
• Forecasting and disclosures. The uncertain trajectory of
COVID-19 and the economy – coupled with the extensive
use of forward-looking information in financial statements
– continue to make COVID-related disclosures a top
area of focus. At the same time, the strains on supply
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Audit Committee
Agenda

Based on recent actions within the market, our engagement
with board members and members of remuneration
committees across different industries as well as responses
to the annual SWIPRA Corporate Governance Survey and
experience from SWIPRA Services, we have highlighted
seven areas to keep in mind as remuneration committees
consider and carry out their 2022 agendas.
Prominence of the Environmental and
Social (E&S) agenda
E&S topics are now of critical consideration for businesses
and continue to be high on the agenda of remuneration
committees. As of the 2021 AGM season, only about one
out of four of the largest 100 SPI® companies had
explicit E&S targets in their compensation system (SWIPRA
AGM Analysis 2021). As companies are increasingly asked
to tie these non-financial factors to strategy, it is a primary
concern for business leaders as to how they will drive
dynamic change in this space. Investors, regulators,
employees, customers and other stakeholders will therefore
hold clear expectations of how management interests are
aligned with strategic E&S targets and how management
will be incentivized to bring those to fruition.

Linking executive pay and E&S metrics is a continuing
conversation, and while only a minority of SPI® companies
has implemented an ESG metric in their incentive scheme,
there is broad agreement between institutional shareholders
(82%) and companies (86%) that ESG incentives should
be included in variable pay plans. The question now is, how
do you select performance metrics, how do you set targets,
and in which compensation element do you anchor them?
Below are related talking points for boards and
remuneration committees:
• Prioritize. Whilst undoubtedly any board will be looking to
achieve all elements of their E&S strategy, it is useful
to prioritize which areas will be a key focus in the next
3-5 years. This helps to provide short to medium-term
milestones for achievement, particularly where the
objectives are very long-term, such as climate-related
strategies.
• Materiality. The decision on which E&S metrics to choose
should be guided by the measures’ materiality for
the company’s business going forward. Considerations
should particularly be given to the fact that what was
material yesterday may not be material anymore for the
business' future.
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Skillsets to expand and enhance ESG oversight
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) has become
a critical consideration for businesses, investors and
shareholders across all sectors. Climate change is front
and center and social factors have gained greater attention
over the past year as COVID-19 forced working and living
practices to change, highlighting the social issues that were
already there. Indeed, according to the SWIPRA survey
evidence, social topics became one of the key engagement
priorities in 2021. Importantly, the board needs to take
leadership on these topics and communicate transparently
on how it intends to deal with ESG. This leadership is
so far oftentimes missing as only a third of the survey’s
institutional investors considered it sufficient.

embedded into the company’s core business activities, and
whether there is strong executive leadership behind the
company’s response to environmental and social priorities.
The nomination committee has an important role in
answering to this by communicating more comprehensively
how ESG knowhow and skills are of strategic relevance
and thus considered in the board refreshment process. This
usually starts with a process to identify gaps between
skills and experiences. In the 2021 SWIPRA Survey, only
22% of the institutional shareholders stated that they
understand how ESG considerations impact the board
refreshment process and for more than half of the investors
it was unclear what skills companies need for the future.

Oversight of ESG-related risks – and equally importantly,
the opportunities – starts with an ESG-competent board.
Not every board member needs to have deep-dive ESG
expertise, but the board, as a whole, needs to have ESG
risks and opportunities and their impact on long-term value
creation, on top of its agenda. They need to understand
which issues are of strategic significance and carry the
greatest risk or opportunity to the company, how they are
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The crises of the last two years and disruptions they’ve
triggered – from accelerating technology transformations
to upending long-standing “norms” of the workplace,
business models, and the economy – have added significant
stress and strain to financial reporting processes and the
risk and control environment. That pressure is likely to
continue given the demands for more and better climate
and environmental, social, and governance (ESG) reporting,
increased cybersecurity risks and ransomware attacks,
a war for talent, a fast-changing regulatory landscape,
and other factors impacting the global risk environment –
including the direction of COVID-19.
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